




Enjoy the pure flavor and goodness of nature with



 gently presses to retrieve juice rather than forcing juice by shredding and grinding. 
 is a newly developed patent technology which can retrieve juice not only from fruits and vegetables 

but from soy as well.  is also capable in making wheatgrass shot, ice cream, and so much more….

For better use and proper maintenance, please follow the instructions carefully. Please refer to user’s manual 
when times of technical difficulties or unsure of the usage of this product. We are not liable for any injuries or 
damages that may occur due to the lack of understanding of the user’s manual .
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Attachment listing

Hopper

Squeezing
Screw

Spinning
Brush

Main Body

Container

Pusher

Cleaning
brush

Strainer(Yellow)

Drum

Pulp ejection

Juice ejection
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Attachment Listing
Hopper (1EA)

Squeezing Screw (1EA)

Strainer(Yellow) -less pulp (1EA)

Spinning Brush (1EA)

Drum (1EA)

Main Body (1EA)

Container (1EA)

Pusher (1EA)

Cleaning brush (1EA)

As shown below, the hopper edge must point to 
“close” sign on the base in order for the machine 
to operate properly.

IMPORTANT
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Safety precaution
For safety and proper use, please read every caution tips thoroughly before using the product.

Please do not dissemble or move the 
machine while operating.

Please keep away from children’s reach.Product is 14.109 pounds, please use  
both hands when picking up the machine.

a. Not doing so may cause product damage.
a.  Mishandling or dropping the machine 

may cause product failure.a.Not doing so may cause physical damage.

Please do not plug or unplug electrical
outlet with wet hands.

Please plug in electrical plug properly. Please do not use anything other  
220 - 240 volts. Product is manufactured 
to CE electrical standards.a. Can cause electricution.

a. Not doing so may cause fire damage.

a.  Not doing so may cause fire damage and 
possible electricution.

Please do not force pull or push in the 
electrical plug, make sure the plug is 
distant from any heat source and is
not bent or twisted in anyway.

Please do not put anything other than 
what is mentioned in the user’s manual 
into product’s openings.

Please do not clean product with 
running water, when the product is wet; 
stop operating and request 
service to your purchased store or to toll 
free customer service number.a.  Not doing so may cause fire damage and 

possible electricution.

a.  Not doing so may cause physical damage, 
fire, or electricution.

a.  Not doing so may cause product damage.

When screw is stuck and does not spin, 
please turn off the machine and put in 
reverse for 2-3 seconds.

Please do not use when electrical cord 
or plug is lose or damaged.

Please do not dissemble the machine 
while operating nor put anything into 
juice or pulp vent while operating.

a.  Not doing so may cause overheating 
which can lead to motor failure.

a.  Not doing so may cause fire hazard or 
electricution.

b.  Please consult to professional service 
technition.

a. Not doing so may lead to product damage.
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Please do not move the machine while 
operating.

Please operate on a flat and steady 
surface.

Please do not drop or give impact to 
product.

a.  Not doing so may cause product damage. a. Not doing so may cause product damage. a.  Not doing so may cause product damage 
and fire hazard.

a.  Not doing so may cause product damage 
and fire hazard.

Please do not clean under water that’s 
over 80℃.

Please open all windows and doors for 
air ventilation when exposed to gas.

Please contact customer service for 
technical difficulties.  
Do not customize or upgrade machine 
without professional supervision.

Please do not operate the machine when 
hopper is not assembled.

In case of any unusual odor, heat, or smoke, 
stop operating immediately and contact the 
nearest purchased store, retail center, or toll 
free customer service number.

Please do not use longer than 20 
minutes, this product is for home use, 
excessive use can cause overheating 
which can lead to motor failure.

a. Not doing so may cause product damage.

This appliance is not intended for use by  
persons (including children) with reduced 
physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or 
lack of experience and knowledge, unless 
they have been given supervision or  
instruction concerning use of the appliance  
by a person responsible for their safety.

If the mains cord is damaged, you must 
have it replaced by coway, a service center 
autorised by coway or similarly qualified 
persons in order to avoid a hazard. 

When inputting materials into the hopper, 
please do not use anything other than 
the pusher.

Children should be supervised to ensure 
that they do not play with the appliance.





Assembly instruction-Type 1
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Strainer
Spinning 
Brush

Triangle
dot on the 
strainer

Red dot 
on the 
strainer

Triangle dot
on the Drum

Hopper

Squeezing
Screw

Main
Body

Drum

1 2 3 4

1.  Assemble the Drum on the Main 
Body.

①  Make sure the Drum is all the way into 
the shaft of the Main Base.

② Twist the Drum to close.

2.  Assemble the strainer+spinning 
brush into the Drum. 
①  Make sure triangle dot and the 

black arrow is aligned.

4.  Assemble the hopper onto the 
Drum.

①  Make sure the arrow on the hopper and 
the triangle dot on the Drum is aligned.

②  Make sure the arrow on the hopper is 
pointing to closed sign on the Main Body.

3.  Place the squeezing screw in the 
center of the Drum.

Reverse the step carefully
when disassembling.



Juice 
ejection

The arrow
on the 
hopper

Triangle dot
on the Drum

Strainer

Spinning
Brush

Red dot 
on the
strainer

Triangle 
dot on 
the Drum

Squeezing
Screw

Strainer

Drum Drum

Assembly instruction-Type 2
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Juice 
ejection

OPEN

CLOSE

Juice 
ejection

The arrow
on the 
hopper

Triangle dot
on the Drum

Strainer

Spinning
Brush

Red dot 
on the
strainer

Triangle 
dot on 
the Drum

Squeezing
Screw

Strainer

Drum Drum

Juice 
ejection

The arrow
on the 
hopper

Triangle dot
on the Drum

Strainer

Spinning
Brush

Red dot 
on the
strainer

Triangle 
dot on 
the Drum

Squeezing
Screw

Strainer

Drum Drum

1 2

4 5

Place the strainer 
into the spinning 
brush.

Push in the 
squeezing screw 
into the strainer.

Place the strainer + 
spinning brush into 
the Drum.
①  Make sure the red 

dot on the strainer 
and the triangle 
dot on the Drum is 
aligned.

Assemble the hopper 
onto the Drum.
①  Make sure the arrow 

on the hopper and the 
triangle dot on the Drum 
is aligned.

②  Make sure the arrow on 
the hopper is pointing to 
close sign on the Main 
Body.

Assemble the entire Top 
set onto the Main Body.
①  As shown below,  

assemble the Drum onto 
the Main Body and twist 
the Drum so that the 
hopper edge is pointing to 
“close” sign.

Juice 
ejection

The arrow
on the 
hopper

Triangle dot
on the Drum

Strainer

Spinning
Brush

Red dot 
on the
strainer

Triangle 
dot on 
the Drum

Squeezing
Screw

Strainer

Drum Drum
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Assembly instruction-Type 1,2
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Must connect power cord.

Place containers under both ejections.
(Juice & Pulp ejection)

rubber pad

Assembling rubber packing after cleaning
After cleaning, please plug back in the rubber packing as shown in below pictures.
Underneath the Drum,there is a yellow rubber pad which allows all the juice to only discharge
from the fresh juice ejection.
The rubber pad is removable, Simply grab onto one side of the rubber pad and pull out.





How to use
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ON

REV

ON

OFF

REV

ON

REV

ON REV

The machine has three(3) settings.
▶  “ON” starts motor, Start making juice.
▶  “REV” is reverse. Only use when something 

is stuck and you need to unclog.
▶  “OFF” is at center position. This allow the 

machine to turn off.

Please rinse everything thoroughly
before putting into the machine.

After rinsing, put material into the machine 
using the pusher. 
Please remove any hard seeds before using.

Turn off the machine after using.
Please dry your hands before touching 
the power switch.

Any unused juice should be refrigerated.
Do not operate with wet hands.
Do not pre-operate before inputting materials or 
Do not operate with an empty Drum.



Warning while operating
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Do not use longer than
20minutes at a time.

Remove any hard seeds.

Do not operate with wet
hands.

Violating the warning may cause serious 
damage to the product.

Violating the warning may cause serious 
damage to the product especially the screw.

Violating the warning may cause serious 
damage to the product.

Violating the warning may cause serious 
injuries or electrocution.

Do not use anything as a
pusher (fork, chopsticks,
spoons, etc) other than
the pusher itself.

When the machine is stuck and not operable, please..

ON

OFF

REV Please reassure the switch is completely dry before operating.

Turn off the machine and put it revers for few seconds then try operating again.

When reverse switch does not work, turn off the machine and reassemble following
the instructions given. After reassemble, please try turning on the machine.



How to disassemble and clean
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Juice
ejection

31

4

2 Twist the hopper to unlock by
grabbing the two ejections.
Make sure the arrow is 
aligned with the open sign
before pulling off the Drum.

Use the brush to clean  
thoroughly after operating.

Order to disassemble.

1. Hopper
2. Squeezing screw
3. Strainer
4. Spinning brush
5. Drum

Turn machine “OFF”.

5

6

Do not rinse the Main 
Body with direct water, 
use dry towel or wet 
towel to clean.

Please dry the  
attachments after  
cleaning.

Please use smooth wet towel for cleaning.

Please do not use dish washer or high
temperature cleaner for cleaning.



Before requesting service
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Make sure that your Juice presso is plugged in. 
Make sure that your Juice presso is correctly  
assembled as described in this user manual (refer to 
pages 6 ~ 7).
The operation may be stopped if you use your  
Juice presso continuously for 20 minutes or more 
(refer to page 9).
Contact your local customer service.

The product does 
not work. 

The noise may increase depending on the  
ingredients being juiced.
-  You can continue to use your Juice presso as this 

is simply the sound of the ingredients being juiced.

The product is noisy 
while juicing.

You can continue to use your Juice presso, as it is 
normal that the drum vibrates a bit.The drum vibrates. 

Grab the bottom of the hopper and turn it counter-
clockwise when it is assembled to the body.

The drum cover does 
not open easily.

Make sure that the rubber packing is assembled 
correctly.
-  Refer to “Assembling the rubber packing after  

cleaning” on page 7. 
Ensure that you are using fresh ingredients.

-  If you want to use ingredients that are no longer 
fresh because they have been stored in the  
refrigerator for a long time, use them after soaking 
them in mineral water for 10 minutes or more.

The juice is either too 
thick or too liquid.

Ensure that you are not adding too many ingredients.
Ensure that you are not adding ingredients with too 
many hard seeds.
-  Press the REV button for 2 to 3 seconds and then 

press the ON button again.
If you have tried the step above, and the Squeezing 
Screw does not rotate, stop using the product,  
disassemble and clean it, and reassemble and use 
your Juice presso again.
The operation may be stopped, if you use your Juice 
presso continuously for 20 minutes or more (refer to 
page 9).

The product stops 
while operating.

Check these points before requesting service.

If you want to use your Juice presso repeatedly, pause it for 1 hour or  
more and then continue to use it.



Product specification
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Specification

Model Name
Product Name Juice presso

CJP-01
220 V - 240 V
50 Hz
150 W
40 Rpm (at 20N.M)
4.592 ft +
DC Motor
14.109 lbs
55.11 in
76.18 in
163.42 in
Less than 20 minutes continuously

Voltage
Frequency
Power Consumption
RPM
Elecrtical cord length
Motor
Weight

Dimensions

Width
Length
Height

Standard usage time



CJP-01


